ULADH LGFA
S T R AT E G I C P L A N
2019-2022
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WE
ARE
ULSTER

PRESIDENTS FOREWORD
Text here

We are passionate about
Ladies Football in our
province and there are
no limits to our success

#weareulsterladies
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CHAIRPERSONS FOREWORD
Text here

INTRODUCTION
This strategic plan builds on two previous plans “Promoting Health, Fun & Friendships
Through Our Game” 2007-2012 and “From Small Steps to Great Strides” 2012-2017.
During this time, we have developed into the leading Female sporting organisation in
Ulster with a thriving playing and non-playing membership.
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As of 2018, Ladies Football in Ulster is made up of

OUR STRATEGIC PLAN

21,801
members

The following sets out our vision, mission and strategic
objectives for the period 2019-2022. In ensuring alignment
with our National Plan, we have adopted the vision statement
from the LGFA Strategic Roadmap 2017-2022. This captures
the essence of what we aspire to on a national level, but also
here in Ulster.

110
schools

(4241 adults and
14,722 Juvenile)

243
clubs

with 300 teams competing
in all competitions

Antrim

Armagh

Cavan

10% of members
10% of clubs

11% of members
12% of clubs

14% of members
12% of clubs

Derry

Donegal

Down

6% of members
7% of clubs

15% of members
15% of clubs

12% of members
11% of clubs

Fermanagh

Monaghan

Tyrone

5% of members
7% of clubs

11% of members
10% of clubs

16% of members
16% of clubs
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LGFA VISION
The Sport for Females,
The Game for Fun,
The place for Community
ULSTER LADIES MISSION
To Support and Inspire the
participation, development
and enjoyment of Ladies
Football in Ulster.
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Our work will be structured under 5 strategic focus areas during
the next 3 years. We have also included a ‘future statement’ to reflect what we hope to achieve under each focus area by the end
of this strategic plan.

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 1:

Passionate volunteer
organisation
STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 2:

Visibility

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 1:
PASSIONATE VOLUNTEER
ORGANISATION
We have enhanced the skills and capacity of our provincial county and club volunteers and we
have recognised and celebrated their contributors

•

Enhance the skills and capacity of volunteers at a governance level within provincial
Counties and Clubs

•

Support National Initiatives to enhance the retention of existing and recruitment of new
volunteers across the province annually

•

Promote and celebrate the contribution of our provincial Club and County Volunteers

•

Develop, support and enhance female leadership in all aspects of the game across
the province

•

Promote the recruitment and training of match officials across the province with a
specific focus on female referees

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 3:

Growing
participation
STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 4:

Impactful
partnerships

KEY
TARGETS
500

volunteers trained by 2022

30

female referees trained
per annum

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 5:

Enhanced
infrastructure

9

females completing
leadership programmes
per annum
Annual volunteer awards
and celebration events
delivered
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 2:
VISIBILITY

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 3:
GROWING PARTICIPATION

Attendances at games have grown, player profiles have been enhanced and the
visibility of Ladies football has increased across digital and media platforms and in
local communities.

We have delivered competitive and recreational playing opportunities for females,
enhanced the playing experience and retained ladies football as a sport for life

• Enhance our engagement with members, volunteers, non-members online and
through digital sources

• To build on and nourish our partnerships with schools to build participation
and extend the reach and visibility of Ladies Gaelic Football

• Support counties and clubs to promote and enhance visibility of the game
locally and provincially

• Design, develop and distribute a suite of interactive, promotional tools, guides
and outreach programmes to increase the profile of our support at all levels

• Improve the standard of coaching through the delivery of an annual
programme of coach education and development

• Review existing competitive structures and fixture programming at all levels to
maximise the playing experience

• Increase the level of participation in Ladies Gaelic Football in schools and
enhance school/club links

• Support the recruitment of new players, retention of existing players and
reduction in player drop off through the development, promotion and delivery
of programmes and initiatives

• Raise the profile of Ladies’ football through development of County
Ambassadors as role models

KEY
TARGETS
98

new schools engaged by
2022
Ulster Ladies and Ulster
Counties develop
websites/online presence
by 2022

9

County Ambassadors
developed by 2022
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KEY
TARGETS
250

coaches gain GAA
Fundamentals by 2022

180

coaches trained to Level 1
by 2022

5

females in Ulster achieved
Level 2 by 2022
% increase year on year
for Gaelic for Mothers and
Others, Gaelic 4 Girls,
Gaelic 4 Teens
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 4:
IMPACTFUL PARTNERSHIPS
Uladh LGFA has strong relationships with all codes within the GAA family and
continue to work with our members, governing bodies and other to enhance Ladies
Football in Ulster

• Continue to work collaboratively with the wider GAA family to enhance
participation, infrastructure and playing experience in Ladies football

• Build on existing and develop new strategic partnerships with governing
bodies, government departments and others to enhance Ladies football

• Continue to source and explore opportunities for sponsorship and advertising
to sustain and enhance Ladies football in Ulster

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 5:
ENHANCED
INFRASTRUCTURE
Uladh LGFA is a well organised and efficient organisation demonstrating best practice
in governance and financial management. It provides effective support to our clubs,
volunteers and Counties across the province

• Review our governance framework in Ulster and update to align and comply
with national guidelines/policies and procedures

• Establish an IT infrastructure that enables online/remote access to information
and services required by volunteers, players and staff

• Implement a rigorous and comprehensive financial framework that accurately
reports and enhances the monitoring of the flow and use of funds

KEY
TARGETS
% increase year on year on
sponsorship income
Increase in number of
designated grounds for
Ladies Football in Ulster
Number of new
partnerships and joint
initiatives developed

• Conduct a review of member engagement process and define an operating
model to consistently deliver all support services

• Develop a signposting process to provide performance, administrative
excellence to support the volunteers and players

• To support each county in Ulster to create and implement a county specific
strategic plan

KEY
TARGETS
9

Counties of Ulster develop
strategic plans
Accounts, policies,
procedures and practice
reviewed annually and up
to date
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